Study on Surface Characteristic of the Copper Nitride Films by Absorbed Oxygen
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SUMMARY The copper nitride surface characteristics according to atmospheric pressure plasma (APP) and excimer ultraviolet (EUV) treatment were compared using XPS and AFM. As the result of XPS analysis result, in C1s, the organic material removal effect was greater for EUV treatment than for APP, and the oxygen content was found to be low. In Cu (933 eV) area, the shoulder peak of Cu compound was detected, and the reduction was greater for EUV processing than for APP. In the AFM phase image which could be analyzed using the superficial viscoelasticity, the same trend was observed. On the copper nitride surface, the weak boundary O layer is formed according to the clean processing, and such phenomenon was interpreted as a factor for lowering the affinity with polymer.
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1. Introduction

Copper has high conductivity and is an important material in micro-pattern forming and low-reflection efficiency. However, it becomes oxidized in the air to form Cu2O natural oxide film [1], thus copper nitride (CuNx) is hard to keep the surface state. There are reports on the surface characteristics of CuNx film itself through temperature stability [2], [3], radio-frequency magnetron sputtering [4]–[6] and electro characteristic using laser [7]. To understand the mutual relationship between copper and polymer, it is necessary to study the oxygen behavior on the CuNx surface according to surface processing.

A surface treatment technology of removing organic pollutants to secure affinity between layers of material and printing ability is demanded in a display industry for miniaturization and densification. Organic pollutants affect inequality and product quality, and hydrophilicity to clean organic pollutants on the surface can increase wet cleanse effect. APP and EUV are one of the material surface treatment devices, have the merit of improving surface reforming characteristics such as adhesiveness and stickiness by drying the surface in a short period of time. APP treatment technology is attracting attention as it reduces production cost by enabling plasma processing under air pressure and improving the speed of processing [1], [8]–[10].

APP has a simple device and is applied to LCD manufacturing process as a pretreatment idea because of its simple use. And it is a method of removing organic matters by oxidizing by O radical and O ion through plasma discharge. In general, it is widely applied to all processes of cleaning organic matters and forming a thin film, and it is also applied to wet etching. Remaining PR after development of photo resist pattern causes stain but it can be improved by improving removal of organic matters and wetting property through APP treatment. EUV removes organic matters and creates hydrophilicity by reacting with organic matters through oxidizing the substrate surface by creating ozone with a method of cutting organic matter combination with energy wavelength (172 nm) emitted from the lamp using features of Excimer lamp [11]–[13]. It is generally used in pretreatment of Dry and all cleansing of evaporation process with low pressure mercury lamp in LCD manufacturing process [14], [15].

Both have same characteristic of improving printing property by removing unnecessary organic matters through creation of oxygen (O) radical. However, there is a case where removal of organic matters on the substrate surface is accomplished effectively and there is a case where adhesiveness and stickiness strength as hydrophilicity decreases according to substrate materials that are being processed [16]. Effectiveness according to treatment of substrate is partially interpreted with weak boundary layer created on the surface [17], [18], but precise chemical characteristic analysis about effect of low molecular weight substances of surface is required.

This study is about chemical characteristics of each surface of CuNx substrate according to use of EUV and APP, and it compared using XPS and AFM analysis. A surface cleansing technology can be applied to various fields such as surface reforming, cleansing, adhesive property, and stickiness property improvement. Basic study on substrate surface is needed to secure stable quality of a production line.

2. Experimental

In order to compare the influence according to surface treatment conditions, the APP and EUV treatment were applied to the CuNx substrate once/twice each. CuNx substrate is made in vacuum chamber with Cu target which is Ar 500 sccm, N2 2500 sccm provided and 40 kW, 15 seconds deposited. The CuNx thickness was 40∼50 nm.

The cleansing conditions is 70sccm, N2 2500 sccm provided and 40 kW, 15 seconds deposited. The CuNx thickness was 40∼50 nm.
lpm, CDA 50–55 lpm for the APP, and 200 mJ UV energy (UV Power: 50 mW/cm², Irradiation time: 4 sec) using 172 nm spectrum for the EUV. Clean-treated substrate was compared through XPS and AFM analysis. XPS equipment use Thermo Corporation that X-ray source is aluminum Kα 1487 eV. NanoScope IV AFM of digital instruments was used in the tapping mode. Things that play the biggest role for decomposing organic substances in APP and EUV treatment are oxygen radical (O*) and ozone (O₃) created by processing oxygen with plasma and there is hydroxyl (-OH) that is created by decomposing of vapor of air.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows XPS analysis result about the surface before and after EUV and APP treatment on CuNx substrate. Figure 1(b) shows C1s area with the spectrum results. As the result of (b) C1s, it was confirmed that C-C and C-H peak are shown low if the surface is treated with APP and EUV. Organic pollutants on CuNx surface are all removed from both. However, there was a tendency of increasing oxygen (O) products in C-O and O=C=O peak area. In particular, the yield of oxygen (O) after APP treatment than EUV had increased. Figure 1(c) showed result of spectrum at Cu (932.4 eV) area. It was confirmed to have a significant reduction in cleansing effect according to surface treatment compared to reference sample (a). The location of each spectrum shows CuO (933.6 eV), Cu(OH)₂ (934.8 eV), CuCO₃ (935 eV), and the removal effect according to EUV treatment against APP appeared great.

As explained earlier, for the case of APP treatment, if AC electric field is applied to counter electrodes then electron within the gas reacted with electric field is accelerated as high energy and creates oxygen ion (O²⁺) by crashing with oxygen molecule or it is separated into oxygen atom ion (2O⁺). As ion condition is very unstable, it becomes oxygen radical (O*) by combining with surrounding electrons or creates ozone (O₃) by combining with other oxygen ions, and ozone is once again decomposed into oxygen molecule and oxygen radical by crashing with electron. Hydrocarbons are often connected in a loop form for organic matters, and radicals created from APP device disconnect these loops and removes organic matters through decomposition. On the other hand, for EUV treatment, removal of organic matters is same as APP but it was confirmed through XPS result that oxygen layers remaining on CuNx surface due to oxidation by ozone through discharge of the excimer are created less than APP. As a result of processing polymer printing on CuNx that is treated with EUV and APP, polymer printing effectiveness is noticeably inferior in the condition that is treated with APP. A contact angle was also created less in the condition that is treated with EUV. In general, organic substrate such as a polymer shows equal tendency of printing effectiveness by declining of a contact angle. Both have an effect on printing property between other polymer materials by newly creating hydrophile chemical combinations such as -COOH and C=O. APP has an effect of increasing contact area by creating fine unevenness on the surface. CuNx, however, showed different result than the generally understood results. Then what is the reason that adhesion occurs on the substrate surface according to cleansing process?

The cause of occurrences was shown in Fig. 2. In general, copper creates an oxide film by contacting with oxygen in the air and a contact angle increase [19]. Natural oxide created on the copper surface is Cu₂O and it is reported to be creating weak boundary layer due to of lattice constant [17]. As shown in Fig. 2(a), a weak boundary O layer is created as main on the copper surface for the cased of APP because it is cleansed by oxygen radical and oxygen ion. Consequently, an oxygen layer is adsorbed on CuNx surface which is the main factor of reducing contact angle with other polymer organic materials. It could predict that same status occurs in Mg²⁺ and Cr²⁺ which create a same metallic oxide. On the other, when EUV treatment is done as in Fig. 2(b), matching
Fig. 2  The mechanism of the oxygen absorption on copper nitride surface by (a) APP and (b) EUV treatment conditions. Oxygen radical and oxygen ion through plasma discharge create a weak boundary layer on copper nitride surface.
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Fig. 3  AFM images (Scan size 800 nm sq.) of copper nitride result before and after APP and EUV treatments.

with organic matters is shown as good as oxygen remaining on CuNx surface partially exists. It was possible to confirm creation of an oxygen layer on CuNx surface according to cleansing condition through XPS analysis.

Figure 3 shows the AFM result at the CuNx surface according to each condition. First, there was no big different when looking at the topographic image through eyes. As a result of checking surface roughness, reference sample (a) before cleansing was 1.45 nm, APP treated (b), (b') were each 1.54 and 1.60 nm, and EUV treated (c) and (c') were each 1.43 and 1.46 nm. Surface change almost did not show on the case of EUV treatment but fine shape of unevenness are created partially for the case of APP. As a result of analyzing AFM phase image that can compare each different component due to viscoelasticity [20]–[22], difference of shade on phase separation was shown clearly. For the case of (c') that is treated with EUV 2 times, difference of shade on the surface is noticeably reduced and distributed as shown in A mark contrasting to (c) condition (Fig. 4). Phase image difference had shown 12° for reference sample (a) before cleansing, each 9.27° and 7.96° for the APP treated (b) and (b'), and each 5.92°, 4.25° for the EUV treated (c) and (c'). This shows same tendency as XPS result that is shown according to removal of organic matters on CuNx surface with APP and EUV treatment. It is viewed as a condition
where organic components are removed due to reduction by C-C according to APP and EUV treatment. Sample is formed as the specimen that adsorbed water in atmosphere, AFM phase image shows EUV cleansing formed same as the specimen that adsorbed water in atmosphere. Both are equal for removing organic matters, but oxygen component remaining on the surface was detected through XPS analysis for the case of APP treatment and it created a weak boundary O layer. A oxygen component remaining on the surface was detected through XPS analysis for the case of APP treatment and it created a weak boundary O layer. Affinity of Cu material with oxygen is the main factor and it was confirmed that it is shown differently according to material characteristic of substrate. Various element materials are being developed to enhance LCD characteristics. To secure quality, the matching with other factories based on accurate analysis results for the surface status of the film itself is most important. Various analysis applications on film analysis using XPS and AFM are expected as an important measure of improving surface of all kinds of materials including electronic products and LCD.

4. Conclusion

APP and EUV treatment were compared that used dry cleansing treatment in LCD process. The chemical characteristics on CuNx surface were different based on treatment conditions. Both are equal for removing organic matters, but oxygen component remaining on the surface was detected through XPS analysis for the case of APP treatment and it created a weak boundary O layer. Affinity of Cu material with oxygen is the main factor and it was confirmed that it is shown differently according to material characteristic of substrate. Various element materials are being developed to enhance LCD characteristics. To secure quality, the matching with other factories based on accurate analysis results for the surface status of the film itself is most important. Various analysis applications on film analysis using XPS and AFM are expected as an important measure of improving surface of all kinds of materials including electronic products and LCD.
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